MINI SCORPIO HEAD

- 2 and 3 axis remote head for video and film cameras
- Mini Scorpio Head can be controlled from up to 500 meters by cable serie RS485 or by wireless half-duplex microwave 2,4GHz.
- All axis (Pan, Tilt and Roll, and Focus, Iris and Zoom if you use the Scorpio Focus) are programmable and repeatable.
- Limits programmable, damping and speed adjustment for all axis available.
- 3 control system are available: JDR (Pan Bar), Joystick and Handwheels.
- All information transferable to a computer by 232.
- Power supply for all film and video cameras.
- All accessories from the Scorpio Head, Scorpio Stabilized and Scorpio Focus are compatible with Mini Scorpio Head.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Weight in 2 axis 18Kg, in 3 axis 25Kg.
- Max. load: 45Kg in 2 axis, 20Kg in 3 axis.
- All axis Pan Tilt and roll in 3 axis 360 degrees continuous.
- Power from battery or power supply 24V to 35V.
- 2 video signals.
- 1 Triax signal.
- 10 auxiliary channels 2A.
- 1 connection for Scorpio Focus or others lens control systems.
- 2 out 12V/12,5A for normal or high speed cameras.
- 1 out 26,7V/12,5A for normal or high speed cameras.
- Max. speed in all axis 2,5 sec. for 360 degrees.

WIRELESS CONTROL

- Connection between Mini Head and control.
- Halp duplex microwave 2.4 GHz.
- 99 channels of communication.
- Aux power out 12V.
MINI SCORPIO HEAD

Light Weight 18 Kg. High speed 2,5 sec./360 degrees
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